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QUESTION 1

Which volume layout is most resilient to disk failure? 

A. mirror 

B. layered 

C. stripe 

D. concatenated 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What are the key components of a group policy in Symantec Mail Security 8300? 

A. a list of sender groups, sender authentication profiles, and scan settings for an organization 

B. disposition configuration, user email addresses, and quarantine settings 

C. an LDAP source and a local domain 

D. conditions, a set of actions, and groups to whom the policy applies 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What is an advantage of the Veritas Storage Foundation 6.0 for UNIX checkpoint visibility feature? 

A. ensures checkpoint is automatically deleted under certain conditions 

B. eliminates the need for manually mounting storage checkpoints 

C. specifies verbose mode, which displays extensive statistical information 

D. automatically creates new checkpoints as changes are made to the file system 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which set of configuration choices will best help reduce the volume of messages that need to be processed by the
filtering engine? 

A. enabling SMTP traffic shaping, rejecting Zombie connections in Sender Groups, configuring invalid recipient
configuration 
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B. deleting all spam messages, deleting all virus attachments, configuring sender authentication 

C. enabling LDAP authentication, quarantining all spam and suspected spam, and increasing concurrent MTA
connections 

D. controlling maximum attachment sizes, setting a lower recursion limit for ZIP files, enabling bad message handling 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A disk has been initialized for use in Veritas Volume Manager (VxVM). 

Which command is used to create a disk group named datadg on a device shown as device_tag and using a disk media
name of datadg01? 

A. vxdg setup datadg datadg01=device_tag 

B. vxdg define datadg device_tag=datadg01 

C. vxdg init datadg device_tag=datadg01 

D. vxdg init datadg datadg01=device_tag 

Correct Answer: D 
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